Assembly Instruction

Power Entry

Recommended Tools
- None

Package Contents Qty.
Reference Sheet Per Model

1 of 3

Package Contents for:

- N87ELPE1
  Electrical Power Entry (Hardwire), Metal Cable Clamp, Clamp Attachment Screw

- N87ELPE48
  48" Electrical Power Entry (20 amp Plug), Metal Cable Clamp, Clamp Attachment Screw

- N87ELPE72
  72" Electrical Power Entry (20 amp Plug), Metal Cable Clamp, Clamp Attachment Screw

Note:
- It is recommended the power/USB grommet are to be installed into the top of each upholstered spine &/or work surface prior connecting power entry.
- For ease of assembly, it is recommended that all electrical connections with electrical distribution jumpers are made prior connecting power entry.
- It is recommended the unit is not ganged to other unit prior to connect the power entry.
- A maximum of 26 power grommets per circuit.
- Consult a licensed electrician to hardwire power entry into the building.

1. Identify the unit for which the power entry cable is to be connected.
2. Unpack and place the loop clamp around the power entry cable metal conduit.
3. Locate the general area the power entry cable is to extend from the bottom of the upholstered spine.
4. Connect the power entry cable to the nearest 4-way H block connection as illustrated below.
   (3 Options to connect the power Entry)
Work Surface Assembly

POWER CONNECT OPTION 1
(2 Power Grommet Connection)

POWER CONNECT OPTION 2
(2 Power Grommet/Single Jumper Connection)
5. Position the connection up inside the spine unit so cables are not visible beneath the unit.

6. Secure the metal cable clamp to the bottom panel of the upholstered spine with the attachment screw provided. It is recommended the clamp to be located a minimum of 1 1/2” from any edge of the bottom of the upholstered spine. Metal clamp is to be secured around the metal flexible conduit, not around the insulated rubber portion of the cord. See the illustration below.

7. Align, orient, level, & gang the unit in the desired final position.

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service.